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We study the stability of the ordered phase of flocking models with a scalar order parameter. Us-
ing both the active Ising model and a hydrodynamic description, we show that droplets of particles
moving in the direction opposite to that of the ordered phase nucleate and grow. We characterize an-
alytically this self-similar growth and demonstrate that droplets spread ballistically in all directions.
Our results imply that, in the thermodynamic limit, discrete-symmetry flocks —and, by extension,
continuous-symmetry flocks with rotational anisotropy— are metastable in all dimensions.

Spin waves are well known to prevent the emergence of
true long-range order in the two-dimensional (2d) equi-
librium XY model, as dictated by the Mermin-Wagner
theorem [1, 2]. It was therefore a surprise when the Vic-
sek model [3], which can be seen as an active version of
the XY model, was shown to possess a flocking phase
with true long-range polar order, ‘escaping’ the theorem.
In this ‘Toner-Tu’ phase [4], the model exhibits giant
(scale-free) density and order parameter fluctuations [4–
8]. Since long-range order survives spin waves, it seems
reasonable that, as in equilibrium, the ordered phase
should also survive stronger excitations. This may be
part of the reason why its robustness to non-perturbative
fluctuations has long remained unexplored.

Recently, however, numerical results in 2d have ques-
tioned the stability of the flocking phase. First, it has
been shown that, for large enough noise, a small ob-
stacle or a group of particles oriented against the flow
can break order in the Vicsek model by triggering a
counter-propagating front that grows and eventually re-
verses the global polarity [9]. This happens in a finite
fraction of the phase diagram close to the disordered
phase, hence shifting the flocking phase to lower noise
values. Second, constant-density flocks have been shown
to be metastable to the spontaneous nucleation of aster-
shaped defects [10]. These numerical results question
the stability of the 2d orientationally-ordered phases of
active systems. So far this question has not been ap-
proached theoretically. Furthermore, higher dimensions
remain uncharted territory.

In another recent development, the Toner-Tu phase
was shown to be fragile to rotational anisotropy [11].
A field with q-fold symmetry influencing particle ori-
entations destroys the scale-free nature of the ordered
phase at large scales, leading to Gaussian fluctuations
and short-range correlations. The ordered phase then
displays a behavior akin to that of the active Ising model
(AIM), the active counterpart to the Ising model [12].
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FIG. 1. Simulations of the 2d AIM. (a-b) Snapshots of the
magnetization field following the introduction in the ordered
phase of a counter-propagating droplet at x = y = t = 0 (r =
10, ρ0d = 5ρo), averaged over 100 runs. (c) Polarization (red)
and density (black) profiles at y = 0 for the snapshot shown
in (b). (d) Reversal probability Pr(r) for ρ0d = 1.2ρo. The
dotted line is a fit to a hyperbolic tangent used to extract rc.
(e,f) Variations of rc with T and D. (g) Average nucleation
time τd in a system of size L× L. Parameters: v = 1; D = 1
(except for (g) where D = 0.1); ρ0 = 10 (a-c), 5 (d-f), and
8 (g); β = 2 (except for (f)); (Lx, Ly) = (8000, 800) in (a-c)
and (200, 100) in (e-f).

Thanks to its discrete-symmetry, the AIM is more
amenable to analytical treatments, which made it instru-
mental for establishing the transition to collective mo-
tion as a non-equilibrium liquid-gas phase separation [12].
(Except in d = 1 where the ordered phase is, as in equi-
librium, unstable [12–14]). Equilibrium physics suggests
that the discrete symmetry of the AIM should make its
ordered phase more robust to fluctuations than that of
the Vicsek model. Indeed the stability of the ordered
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phase of the equilibrium Ising model against nucleation
is guaranteed by Peierls’ argument in d > 1 [15, 16],
which essentially states that surface tension makes any
finite droplet of the minority phase shrink.

In this Letter, we show that a very different scenario
takes place: the ordered phases of flocking models with a
scalar order parameter are metastable in any d ≥ 2. We
first consider numerical simulations of the AIM in 2d and
demonstrate that a large enough —but finite— droplet
polarized oppositely to the surrounding ordered back-
ground grows ballistically in all directions (see Fig. 1(a-
c) for an illustration in 2d). We then show numerically
and analytically that the same scenario takes place in
the relevant hydrodynamic theory. We find that droplet
growth is induced by the ballistic propagation of its do-
main walls and characterize its shape in any dimension
d ≥ 2. In the asymptotic large size and time limit, multi-
ple droplets spontaneously nucleate, as confirmed by our
2d numerics, hence destroying long-range order.

Active Ising model. In the AIM [12, 17–22], particles
carrying a spin s = ±1 move on a d-dimensional hy-
percubic lattice. The self-propulsion of particles takes
place along the lattice vector ex, in a direction given by
their spins: particles at site i hop at rate v to the site
i + sex. In addition they also hop with a rate D to any
nearest-neighbor site. Occupation is not restricted and
we denote by n±i the number of particles on site i with
spin s = ±1. Particles experience on-site ferromagnetic
alignment by flipping their spins with a rate ω0 e

−βsmi/ρi ,
where ρi = n+

i + n−i and mi = n+
i − n−i are the site

density and magnetization. In the absence of particle
hopping, each site hosts an equilibrium fully connected
Ising model at temperature T = 1/β. We choose time
and length units by fixing ω0 = 1 and the lattice spacing
a = 1. Previous work has reported a phase diagram with
three phases [12, 17]: a disordered gas phase and an or-
dered, flocking, liquid phase, separated by a coexistence
region where a macroscopic dense liquid domain moves
in the surrounding gas.

Figure 1 illustrates why and how the ordered phase is
in fact only metastable. (Here and in what follows, all our
numerical methods are detailed in SM [23].) Introducing
a circular droplet of radius r and density ρ0

d = 1.2ρo con-
taining counter-propagating particles in an ordered phase
of density ρo, we observe that, for r large enough, the
droplet (red region) grows at the expense of the ordered
phase, leaving in its wake a dilute, disordered comet-like
structure (white region) (Fig. 1(a,b) and Supplementary
Movie 1). These different regions are separated by do-
main walls that we characterize later. For small r, the
perturbation typically disappears and the ordered phase
is restored. The local density and polarization, defined
as pi ≡ mi/ρi, in these three regions are illustrated in
Fig. 1(c), which shows their profile along the central axis
y = 0. The maximal density ρd > ρo and magnetization
md take well-defined, finite limiting values at late times.
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FIG. 2. (a) Snapshot of the m/ρo field obtained by integrat-
ing Eqs. (1,2) starting from a counter-propagating droplet in-
troduced in the ordered phase solution at t = 0 (r = 10,
ρ0d = 12ρ0). Straight and parabolic green lines are guides
to the eye. (b) Isodensity curves at ρ = (ρd + ρo)/2 in
ballistically-rescaled coordinates for microscopic (solid lines)
and hydrodynamic (dashed lines) simulations. (c) Cross-
sectional plots of the magnetization in PDE simulations along
the maximal-width line shown in white in (a). (d) Positions
of the front (xf) and rear (x+) droplet interfaces, and of the
end of the comet (x−) at y = 0, together with the droplet
width h. Symbols and lines correspond to microscopic and
PDE simulations, respectively. Parameters: As in Fig. 1(a-b)
except (Lx, Ly) = (8000, 600) in panel (a).

We note that the polarization inside the droplet is con-
stant and approximately opposite to that of the ordered
phase: pd ' −po.

Varying r allows us to estimate the radius rc beyond
which the initial droplet grows [24]. Repeating the pro-
cedure many times, we find that the probability that
the droplet reverses the ordered phase, that we denote
by Pr(r), increases sharply from near-0 to near-1 values
when r is increased and we define rc by Pr(rc) = 1

2 . We
find that Pr(r) becomes rapidly independent of the sys-
tem size as the latter is increased (Fig. 1(d)) and measure
finite values of rc at all parameter values probed in the
ordered phase. Remarkably, rc decreases weakly as T
is decreased deeper into the ‘ordered’ phase (Fig. 1(e)).
This is markedly different from what was reported for
the Vicsek model [9] where a perturbation reverses the
ordered phase only in a finite fraction of the phase di-
agram next to the coexistence region, with rc diverging
sharply as T is decreased. Note that rc increases roughly
linearly with D, consistently with the intuition that dif-
fusion suppresses perturbations (Fig. 1(f)). Finally, we
found rc to diverge in the limit v → 0 (see Fig. S2),
therefore recovering at v = 0 an equilibrium-like behav-
ior where finite-size droplets shrink.

The above results indicate that rc can reach relatively
small values at small D. At such parameters, we are
actually able to observe the spontaneous nucleation of a
droplet within the ordered phase (see Fig. S3 and Sup-
plementary Movie 2). Repeated experiments allow us
to estimate τd, the mean time separating flow-reversing
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nucleation events. We find that τd ∼ 1/L2 (Fig. 1(g)).
This is consistent with nucleation events resulting from
local fluctuations, which, together with the behavior of
rc shown in Fig. 1, leads us to conclude that the whole
flocking phase is metastable in the thermodynamic limit.

Hydrodynamic description. To characterize the mech-
anisms underpinning droplet growth and to test their ro-
bustness to microscopic details, we now study a contin-
uum description of the AIM. Following established pro-
cedures used to study coarsening and nucleation [25, 26],
we focus on the low-T large-density regime where the
ordered phase is expected to be most stable. We thus
consider the mean-field hydrodynamics of the AIM [17]
in d dimensions:

∂tρ = −v∂xm+∇ · D̄∇ρ (1)
∂tm = −v∂xρ+∇ · D̄∇m+ F (ρ,m) , (2)

where ρ and m are the density and magnetization fields,
respectively, F = 2ρ sinh(βm/ρ) − 2m cosh(βm/ρ), and
D̄ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are Dx = D+v/2
and, for any other coordinate, D⊥ = D. Numerical
integration of Eqs. (1,2) in 2d, shown in Fig. 2(a) for
the same parameters as in Fig. 1(a-c), recapitulate the
phenomenology observed in microscopic simulations: an
initial droplet grows, leaving in its wake a low-density
comet. Both particle and field simulations show a late-
time dynamics which is self-similar under a ballistic scal-
ing (x̂, ŷ) = (x/t, y/t) (see Fig. 2(b) and (c)). To com-
pare them, we identify the three interfaces between the
ordered background, the droplet, and the comet, which
we parametrize as x̂f(ŷ), x̂+(ŷ), and x̂−(ŷ), respectively
(Fig. 2(a)). Measurements of the unscaled front positions
at y = 0 and of the droplet width show linear growth in
time, consistent with ballistic scaling (Fig. 2(d)). The
corresponding speeds measured in microscopic and PDE
simulations agree within a few percents. We now turn to
the analytical study of Eqs. (1,2) in d ≥ 2.

Propagating domain walls. Assuming that the axisym-
metry observed in 2d is maintained in higher dimensions,
we distinguish coordinates parallel and normal to the self-
propulsion: r = xex + r⊥. We first characterize the do-
main walls connecting the droplet, the comet, and the or-
dered background along the symmetry axis of the droplet
(r⊥ = 0) before discussing the full droplet shape. Due
to the ballistic scaling, we expect that the unscaled in-
terfaces become locally flat at r⊥ = 0 at late times in
any direction normal to ex. The domain walls connect-
ing the different regions at r⊥ = 0 can then be analyzed
by setting ∇r⊥ = 0 in Eqs. (1,2), which makes the prob-
lem effectively one-dimensional. To proceed, we employ
a Newton mapping [27–29] to cast the characterization
of the interfaces into a classical mechanics problem.

We first discuss the front interface between the droplet
and the ordered background, whose speed we denote by
cf . Introducing a rescaled coordinate in the putative co-
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FIG. 3. (a) Potential V (m) entering the Newton mapping
with an illustration of the heterocline corresponding to the
interface between the droplet and the ordered phase. (b)
Speeds of the 3 interfaces as a function of β. Solid lines corre-
spond to values predicted by the Newton mapping. Sym-
bols are measurements from microscopic simulations with
(Lx, Ly) = (3000, 300) and ρ0 = 30. Parameters: D = v = 1.
(c) Comet front profiles aligned at r̂ = 0 from 2d AIM simu-
lations at t = 4800 and as predicted by Eq. (11).

moving frame, z = x−cft, we look for stationary solutions
of Eqs. (1,2), which reduce to

Dxρ
′′ = vm′ − cfρ′ (3)

Dxm
′′ = vρ′ − cfm′ − F (ρ,m) (4)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to z. At
leading order in a gradient expansion, Eq. (3) is solved
by ρ(z) ' ρo + v[m(z)−mo]/cf , where mo is the magne-
tization in the ordered phase. Using this in Eq. (4) then
leads to

Dxm
′′ = −γ(cf)m

′ − ∂mV (m, cf) , (5)

where γ(cf) = v(cf/v − v/cf) and ∂mV (m; cf) =
F [ρ(m, cf),m]. Interpreting z as time and m as a posi-
tion, Eq. (5) describes the dynamics of a fictitious particle
of mass Dx in a potential V with a friction coefficient γ
that can be positive or negative depending on whether cf
is larger or smaller than v, respectively.

Propagating fronts correspond to heteroclines m(z)
connecting extrema of V (m), which is always bimodal
in the ordered phase (Fig. 3(a)). When v = 0, V (m) is
symmetric and heteroclines exist only for γ = cf = 0,
which corresponds to static domain walls and a droplet
magnetization md = −mo, as in equilibrium. When
v 6= 0, cf = 0 corresponds to a diverging friction and
no static heterocline exist: fronts are thus always prop-
agating, V (m) is asymmetric so that |md| 6= |mo|, and
cf = v(md − mo)/(ρd − ρo). To show that such hete-
roclines exist, we look for a trajectory m(z) that cor-
responds —without loss of generality— to a right-going
droplet. The fictitious particle then starts with a van-
ishing speed m′ = 0 at m = md, the positive maxi-
mum of V , and ends—also with a vanishing speed—at
m = mo < 0. Equation (3) implies that md = cf−vpo

cf+vpo
mo,

where po = mo/ρo ∈ [−1, 0], so that ρd = cf−vpo
cf+vpo

ρo. Us-
ing the explicit expression of F , one finds that ∆V ≡
V (md) − V (m0) > 0 so that we need a positive friction
—and thus cf ≥ v— that dissipates exactly the energy
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∆V . By continuity, a solution with v < cf < ∞ always
exists as shown by considering the limiting cases: For
cf = v, γ(c) = 0, the energy is conserved and the particle
overshoots to m = −∞; for cf →∞, the friction diverges
and the particle ends up trapped at the minimum m = 0.
The value of cf can then be found, e.g., by dichotomy.

In the low temperature regime considered here,
Eqs. (1,2) predict an empty comet with c± = ∓vpo. To
resolve the finite density ρc of the disordered comet re-
ported in Fig. 1(a-c), one needs to follow [12, 30] and
include fluctuation-induced corrections to the mean-field
approximation by replacing F by F − αm/ρ in Eq. (2),
with α a constant. As shown in [23], this suffices to
characterize all interfaces, at the cost of introducing the
unknown constant α. The front speeds then differ from
their mean-field values by a correction of order ρc/ρo,
which is negligible in the large ρo regime considered here.
In Fig. 3(b), we compare the mean-field predictions of
our domain-wall theory for the front speeds to micro-
scopic simulations in the large ρo limit, where mean-field
is expected to work well. Despite the crude approximate
solution of Eq. (3), the agreement is very good without
any fitting parameters. Importantly, our theory predicts
that cf > v > c+ so that the droplet grows in time. Sim-
ilarly, the comet spreads at a speed c+ − c− = 2v|po|.
We note that a more complex structure emerges as β
decreases away from the low-temperature limit studied
here. In particular, the density of the comet increases,
eventually leading to its polarization. This regime and
the corresponding transition will be detailled in a future
publication [31].

We now use the mean-field Eqs. (1,2) to characterize
the transverse droplet shape, which is constant at large
time under the ballistic scaling. The diffusion terms in
Eqs. (1,2) then decay as 1/t and can be neglected. Using
the radial symmetry of the droplet, Eq. (1) reduces to

(x̂∂x̂ + r̂∂r̂)ρ̂ = v∂x̂m̂ , (6)

where ρ̂ and m̂ are the density and magnetization fields
expressed in the reduced coordinates x̂ and r̂=|r⊥/t|.

Our domain-wall theory predicts vanishing interface
widths under the ballistic scaling [32]. Therefore, the
droplet shape is entirely characterized by the curves
x̂±(r̂) and x̂f(r̂) in the large-time limit. (See Fig. 2(a)
for an illustration in 2d, where r̂ = |ŷ|.) The three inter-
faces can be characterized using a similar method. First,
we center the profiles around an interface x̂i(r̂) by chang-
ing variables to (x̄, r̄) = (x̂ − x̂i(r̂), r̂). Using the chain
rule and integrating x̄ from −ε to ε then leads to:

[x̂i(r̂)− r̂∂r̂x̂i(r̂)]∆ρ̂ = v∆m̂+O(ε) , (7)

where ∆ρ̂ and ∆m̂ are the density and magnetization
differences across the interface. In the comet, the mag-
netization vanishes and the density is much smaller than
ρo, so that x̂−(r̂) satisfies x̂− − r̂∂r̂x̂− = vpo. Inside the

droplet, the ballistic scaling enforces F = 0 at long times
so that m̂(x̂, r̂) = −poρ̂(x̂, r̂). For the comet-droplet in-
terface, Eq. (7) then leads to x̂+(r̂)− r̂∂r̂x̂+(r̂) = −vpo.
These equations are readily solved by linear relations:

x̂±(r̂) = ∓vpo + a±r̂ , (8)

where a± are finite constants. (a± = ∞ corresponds to
bands spanning the system.) The case a± = 0 corre-
sponds to a degenerate droplet that does not spread in
the transverse directions, which is forbidden for D⊥ 6= 0.
Note that finite a± correspond to the straight interfaces
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Finally, we consider the interface between the droplet
and the ordered phase. Since ρd diverges as ρo →∞, the
density and magnetization jumps require a closer inspec-
tion. Inside the droplet, using m̂ = −poρ̂, Eq. (6) can be
rewritten as

[(x̂− c+)∂x̂ + r̂∂r̂)] ρ̂ = 0 , (9)

where we have used c+ ' −vpo. This implies that ρ̂ is
a function of r̂/(x̂− c+) so that, in the large-time limit,
isodensity surfaces are cones originating at (x̂ = c+, r̂ =
0). In particular, density and magnetization are constant
along r̂ = 0, equal to ρd and md = −poρd, respectively.
For small r̂, we thus expand the density profile as

ρ̂( r̂
x̂−c+ ) = ρd[1− k

2 ( r̂
x̂−c+ )2] . (10)

To solve the interface Eq. (7), we first use that m̂ =
poρo in the ordered phase and m̂ = −poρ̂ in the droplet,
to express v∆m̂

∆ρ̂ in terms of ρ̂. Using Eq. (10) and the
expression of cf , one then gets perturbatively in r̂

x̂f = cf −
kρd

4v|po|ρo
r̂2 +O(r̂4). (11)

The transverse density modulation inside the droplet
thus leads to the curved shape of the front interface.
To compare with simulations, we first estimate the co-
efficient k by fitting Eq. (10) to the density field inside
the droplet, and then use it to compare the prediction of
Eq. (11) with the measured shape, which shows a good
agreement (Fig. 3(c)).

Discussion. We have shown that the ordered phase
of the active Ising model is metastable to the nucleation
of minority-phase droplets. Using mean-field theory, we
have revealed how the ballistic spreading of the droplet
results from the selection of its domain walls and we pre-
dicted its asymptotic shape in any dimension. Our re-
sults imply that the stability of ordered phases with a
discrete symmetry is very different in flocking and equi-
librium models.

As suggested by our hydrodynamic analysis, we expect
our results to be robust to microscopic details and to ap-
ply broadly to flocking models with discrete-symmetry
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order parameters. For instance, we verified that off-
lattice versions of the AIM [30] also have a metastable
ordered phase. We also predict that our results will ap-
ply to flocking models with continuous symmetries in the
presence of rotational anisotropy [11]. While one expects
mean-field results to hold better in higher dimensions,
the stability of our growing droplet solutions should be
confirmed numerically beyond the 2d case studied here.

From a broader perspective, our results suggest two
scenarios for the flocking phase of active models, given
the numerical results obtained on the Vicsek model in
[9], that suggest that metastability only occurs in a
fraction of the Toner-Tu phase. Either these results
are confirmed analytically, making systems with discrete
symmetries less stable than their continuous-symmetry
counterparts—in opposition to the equilibrium case—,
or the Toner-Tu phase is also generically metastable.
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